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You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 4 to 6 are not shown in this preview. Ã©Â 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Thank you for interesting in our services. We are a non-profit group that run this website to share documents. We need your help to maintenance this website. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server
cost (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us to share our service with your friends. Anyone bought this book? I know this was an adventure path published in Dungeon, but, because I don't subscribe to Dungeon, tell my how you liked the adventures. log in or register to remove this ad It's very good. Check out the Paizo
site/forums for more info. Actually, I would recommend against the Shackled City Adventure Path. I purchased the hardcover, ran a few of the adventures, and then I gave it away ... a pretty bad fate for a relatively new $50 hardcover book. SCAP was the worst gaming experience my group has had yet in 3.5 edition, probably since the inception of 3.0.
This thing is a headache to DM with all kinds of spellcasters and specialized character classes all fighting in the same encounter. The challenges in it are well beyond a party of 6 characters of the levels they suggest. I had several TPKs in the first 3 adventures alone. I would definitely NOT purchase the SCAP. It nearly destroyed our gaming group.
Several of us with around 20 years of gaming experience hated the game so much after playing it we almost quit gaming altogether. Terrible module. Retreater I ran the adventures from Dungeon, and highly recommend the Adventure Path. It ranks as one of the three best campaigns I have run, for any system, in 18 years of gaming. I'm running it
right now, and my group is having a great time. Make no mistake, SCAP is a TOUGH campaign! We've had a handful of dead PC's already. The competition is rarely anything straight from the MM. Nearly every foe Dna sraey lareves revo revo enht tuo gnihcters - yltnacifngis gnacap eht degnah i ,selkeew y by eur px 2/1 a htw nur i ecnis( your htw Yalp
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woh yb desserpmi yrev Neeb I .ht3 s. 1 Ereht .The Otno Dedda Slevel Retcahc Dah Ro ,Decnavda Neeb more adventures between those of the magazine) and still talk about some of the great scenes presented. I also dropped adventures of the way to other games, again with great success. And I played a game in Caldeirão without using the AP
adventures, which players also liked. I found out that the adventures had many big dungeons (and other buildings, like the really big hostel) that really diminished the game. Fights are difficult, but not ridiculously difficult. My players really liked what we did with it (since I run with a 1/2 XP rule in my weekly games, I changed the rhythm with
significance - retaining the timeline over several years and adding more adventures between those of the magazine), and still talk about some of the great scenes presented. Some of the dungeons are a bit large or at least inalities in your layout. I also dropped adventures of the way to other games, again with great success. I had to do this even with
the progressive nature of the campaign. There were only big XP gaps I found. Some of the DCCs were quite suitable to include as secondary missions to compose XP (I used the volcano caves and the Lich Devil's crypt). With respect to the Nay-Sayers, he is not dominated. By executing it, I discovered that the encounters were equal to a party of 5
characters or a little with little power. There was nothing that we discovered was too powerful or difficult. In fact, unlike many groups, we do not lose a single character. Oh, I think there are situations that if you go into weapons, you'll roll over yourself. Obviously, these are situations that are not intended for you to enter weapons. If you're the type
that never faces PCs with encounters that test the player's judgment on whether it's a good time to fight, I could see where the dominated claims come from. I enjoyed more than six months of playing with him. I found it open ranoicida ranoicida arap Meetings here and there and to adjust the NPCs and situations to my own campaign style without
sweating the details. I am currently running this and echoing the above statements, I recommend. You not only have constant support from the PAIZO. COM in your message boards, but there are . therpgenius. with, which has tons of material support in the form of city newsletters and leaflets 'n things. So far, the handcuffed city is going very well for
my players. Lately, they have had some serious challenges, including 2 deaths, but they are solving things. They have a specific style that has worked for them. A PC is a Boy Scout who has some mercenary experience with 2 other PCs. He exploits them of dungeons as his comrades return him, guard the rear, etc. They were very difficult to make the
fall. It was only when they separated or too far away that they were particularly vulnerable. They practically crawled through the first chapter and most of the second without too much serious injury because of it. Most of the time, they perform very intelligent. We are playing with 6 PCs. I think less would be a bit too hard. We are playing with 6 PCs. I
think less would be a bit too hard. Most people seem to forget that the cuffed city, unlike Age of Worms and Savage Tide, was designed for six PCs and not four. Trying to play with four is suicide, I think. That being said, I own the hard cover, but still did not find a group to run it (debating with the online execution at some point). I looked for the most
part and it looks very cool (I love the idea of a 1 to 20 campaign in a book), but extremely difficult. Like most of the adventure path modules, it seems that writers deliberately made the adventures incredibly difficult (like playing a video game in very difficult mode) for no other reason butgroups, however, more often than not, I think a lot of them are
very difficult and andKill most groups, don't challenge them. I got it. He ran/took. I loved it. Five stars. I recommend this adventure path. works best for a campaign praying the big wheel, but with a little adjustments can be adapted to work with other people. the first adventures are pure gold. great things for 1st level characters to enter. the fourth*
and the fifth* are decent adventures, but they had nothing memorable for me besides a battle with a gloomy terror that we were regrettably unprepared when I played it. with the sixth* adventure, this ap really takes off and enters the gliding domain quite often with many exciting antagonists, including one of the coolest bbegs of all time, a fallen
schizophrenic angel! is a great story and the adventures are very well written. *I ran/took this by praying the dungeon modules, not the cover book lasts, although I still own the book and intend to run it again someday. The hard cover includes an extra adventure between the first and the second to help the pcs win a bit of xp, I suppose, but we never
get late. the point is that the fourth, fifth and sixth of my perspective are the fifth, sixth and seventh in the hard cover. The hard cover book includes bonus information, errata and updates the first adventure (which was the only one to oar the rules 3.0) to 3.5, so I recommend getting the hard cover on the problems back anyway. a book very well
assembled with many leaflets and elegant extras. the disadvantage is that some of the dungeons are very long and boring, but this is easily fixed with a little hat. Go ahead and have fun, the cauldron is one of the best and most tasty cities of any scenery of all time! just make sure you read the cover to cover more than once, learn how to adapt on site
and keep your players away from the internet spoilers. aOf people seem to forget that the handcuffed city, to the countercase of Age of Worms and Savage Tide, was designed for six pcs and no four. Trying to play Four is suicide, I would think. That said, I have the hardcover but I have not found a group to execute it yet (debating with executing it
online at some point). I saw most of it and it looks a lot of Neat (I love the idea of a 1-20 campaign in a book) but extremely difficult. Since most Adventure Path's divers seem that writers deliberately made the adventures insanely different (the similarity of playing a video game in very difficult way) for no good reasons of "capts" groups, however,
More often than I don't think many of them are very hard and to massacrize most groups, they will not challenge them. Not all the adventure paths pointed to six players? I started with the city Shackled, and I like the book a lot. We are just a session to be ended with the players on the first dungeon threshhold, and everyone had a good time to get
into the game. If you will run it, I recommend this site: for transferable materials to help you run the game. (In addition, note that there is an alphabet error in the four -the -four - the g's are mixed - it will go* to gri* and then go back to go* again.) I am competing for ours Group Now, and we're already four fifths of the way. We found out it was a lot.
It's the most fun I had with D&D in the more than 20 years of games I made. It's differing, but I had a group of six experienced players and they did it very well. I found that it takes all the differing meetings on this path to challenge a group of smart and experienced D&D players. One thing, however, is that I definitely suggest taking a look at
Paizo.com and its Dungeon/Shackled Adventure Path Message Plates that are a ton of suggestions and tips on the execution of this adventure. These are especially themselves to help a DM predict the great sol-ªÃcehnoc sol-ªÃcehnoc arap marecserc ¡Ãj sele ,matnerfne serodagoj so odnauq ,o£Ãtne ,arutneva ad lanif on eht ,yawynA .noitidnoc
yraropmet a ylno tub ,detcepxe si htaeD :neeb evah thgim D&D gniyalp rof snossel latnemadnuf eht fo eno kniht I ) ...larenuf a no nuf hcum os dah reveN .deraeppa eht moor yrev eht ni part a dereggirt dra , and , I'm sorry. R eht dna ,cisum cidrab sih htiw sdaednu dna stnalp tceffa dluoc draB ehT etunim eno rof stceffe raef lla erongi dluoc eh ,level
rep yad rep ecno - sselraef saw nairabraB yM .ytiliba laiceps eno nevig saw su fo hcae tub ,yub tniop 52 desu eW .regnaR a dna draB a ,nairabraB a htiw detrats puorg ruO .gninnigeb eht ni selbuort wef a dah eW .htaP erutnevdA ytiC I .meht etah ot evol ot nworg evahand your plot is very good. There are many great meetings in the mix (I remember
when our group surprised the enemies as they conspired to our destruction or when our Bard orchestrated that my fighter became the new mayor of Caldeirão). It may have been a difficult campaign at times, but it was also one of the best we had so far. (Admittedly, it was our best DM groups that take it, too.) Log in or register to remove this ad Not
all the adventure paths point to six players? No, just SCAP is if I remember it well. The other 2 are designed for 4 players. The SCAP was originally intended to be for 4 players as well, but the editors discovered after it was a little harder than they first. To compensate for this, they made for 6 players on the hard cover. Olaf, the Stout I haven't seen
SCAP, but it's not the first time I've heard something good. Everything I've heard about all the adventure paths are horrible. Maybe I have to take a look. We love playing Shacked City Adventure Path. We had some problems at first. Our group started with a barbarian, a Bard and a Ranger. We used 25 shopping points, but each of us received a
special skill. My barbarian was fearless - once a day by level, he could ignore all the effects of fear for a minute. Bard could affect the plants and the undead with his bardic music, and Ranger's progression of animal companion was that of a complete druid. In addition, we have two bonus class skills and bonus class points. We also discard the need for
Trapfinding. The barbarian was great at causing damage, but without real curator, he was below 0 or less success points very quickly, and eventually he died in a fight and was not raised. Instead, I "rogate" (25 point buy again) a fighter (also with the abilitydescribed above). We had some players who appeared and occasionally (as they are not more
in our area), but in the end, we also had a regular player who played a cleric (but without the special abilitates of the other characters), all characters, except the bard, died two or three times during the campaign, but each was created or Feature (true). I think the losses were acceptable, and some where pure unlucky (it was a common experience
for us that we always failed our best economic moves, which for the fighter usually also meant failing rescues against instant death effects) (I think the fastest Death in the campaign was after one of our characters was hijacked on the prison plane when a temporary PC was killed immediately after explaining why it came to the aid of the characters
and our bard triggered a trap in the same room that appeared. Never had Very fun at a funeral ...) I think one of the fundamental lessons to play D&D may have been: death is expected, but only a temporary condition. Anyway, the campaign and its plot are very good. There are many great meetings in the mix (I remember when our group surprised
the enemies as they planned our destruction or when our bard orchestrated that my fighter became the new mayor of the cauldron). It may have been a difficult campaign at some times, but it was also one of the best we've had so far. (It is true that it was our best groups that took him too.) Did your DM decrease the difficulty? Otherwise, I'm
surprised you got through the AP with just a 3 or 4 people party. Olaf, the robust, I didn't see Scap, but that's him for the first time I heard something good about it. All I've heard about all the adventure paths are how horrible they are. Maybe I have to take a look. Really? Personally, while I really like them, I think the reaction to them was very good,
not unpleasant.again, I haven't seen the conversations around here since the gencon, when I left my sight. I did not seeNot at all, but it's not the first time I heard something good. Everything I've heard about all the adventure paths are horrible. Maybe I have to take a look. The fact that they are in their 3rd AP is sufficient proof of their popularity.
The format is also being copied. Did someone buy this book? I know this was an adventure path published in Dungeon, but because I don't subscribe to Dungeon, tell me how you liked the adventures. I bought it because I didn't feel like investing in the problems. I'm a semi-cold I've done considering all the other things you have. For one, there is a
connection adventure between "Life's Bazaar" and Flood Season. Drathkar's way is hard, but interesting. Overall I am happy to have the HC, but honestly you can say that this is the first attempt to make an adventure path. At least compared to the greatness of the Age of the Vermes and/or the Maré of Savage. The glass is right. The APs are very
popular, but honestly to me, Age of Worms is better than Shackled City. But then I like to fight a god. The APs are very popular, but honestly to me, Age of Worms is better than Shackled City. But then I like to fight a god. I think I really liked SC. Caldeirão is a fantastic city. I really liked the fact that Caldeirão was the centerpiece throughout the AP.
Players really felt it was their home and it was cool how much it changed. Really? Personally, while I really like them, I think the reaction to them has been very good, not unpleasant. But again, I haven't been seeing the conversations around here since GenCon when I left my sight. When I saw your handle on the wire, my first reaction was to roll up
and check the wire necromancy. Welcome back! I didn't play at SCAP, I didn't do it, but I have a friend who managed it while coming in Dungeon. He loved it, and I had to chew my arm toof the conversation. With a group of five people two near TPKs, one with two survivors, the other with only one. (The bard, ironically... there always has to someone
to sing of the heroic deaths afterward.) Since he is a kinder, gentler DM than I this means that it has to be pretty darned brutal in spots. Since he enjoyed running it, and his group stuck with it in spite of the contrast with his usual style, I would have to say that it probably is pretty good. The Auld Grump, collecting Savage Tide right now.... I haven't
seen SCAP at all, but this ist he first time I've heard anything good about it. All I've heard about all of the adventure paths are how horrible they are. Maybe, I'll have to take a look. Are you serious? Where from? Almost all the feedback I've seen online has been positive. Heh, I think I actually liked SC the best. Cauldron is just an awesome city. I really
liked the fact that Cauldron was the centerpiece throughout the AP. The players really felt like it was their home and it was cool how much it changed. Yeah but some of us like to move around. Jeff, yeah I was a little shocked by that comment as well. All characters except for the Bard died two or three times during the campaign, but each was raised
or resourrected (true). I think the loses were acceptable, and some where sheer bad luck (It became a common experience for us that we always fail our best saving throws, which for the fighter usually also meant failing saves against instant-death effects) The only character who never died was a bard in a campaign as tough as the shackled city???
And people say bards suck... With a five person group he had two near TPKs, one with two survivors, the other with only one. (The bard, ironically... there always has to someone to sing of the heroic deaths afterward.) Wow. The evidence just keeps piling on. Air, I blame it on good dice rolls. My players have found it very fun so far. I think it's the way
that the city functions like the Enterprise does Star Trek; the home base the players always come back to after a hazardous mission, the personalities that grow to know them over time, the politics and so forth. The individual adventures are kind of uneven and after the first couple of adventures it's been very hard to challenge my players with the
encounters as written: Me: "Make a reflex save vs. empowered fireball; DC 18." Bard: "I roll a 41." Me: "%@#$%@#^" They players are at 15th level and are gazing at the shaft leading down to Oblivion. I have had to resort to adding 10 class levels to the opponents and epic monsters to give them an even fight. Powergaming bastards. One valuable
lesson I have learned is that money makes magic items way to easy in 3.5. Two characters took item creation feats, and used leadership to attract cohorts also with item creation feats, resulting in a magic item creation factory. Next campaign it will not be so easy. Camris, That's why you should try Age of Worms. Less chance of them producing their
magic items so darn quickly. Air, I blame it on good dice rolls. Or loaded dice. For a character to survive a night of adventuring could be attributed to good dice rolls. But an entire campaign? Either the dice were loaded or bards don't really suck as much as people think. They players are at 15th level and are gazing at the shaft leading down to
Oblivion. I have had to resort to adding 10 class levels to the opponents and epic monsters to give them an even fight. Powergaming bastards. 10 class levels!!! WTF? Dude, this campaign kicked our asses around after we reached about 10th (admittedly we had only four players). What kind of campaign do you run? Do you just let the PCs pick their
abilities from every book in existence with no kind of control so that they come up with ridiculous synergies that obviously weren't intended by "crossing streams" of publishers? Of course, I did hear of the guy who claimed his group was so heavily that using Core rules only they killed Kyuss in an action in the age of the Worms. It spoiled me. A
valuable literature that I learned is that money makes the mothers' items fancies in 3.5. Two characters took made of item breeding, and used leadership to attract cohorts also featuring items, resulting in a fan of Mother's Item Creation ¡Gicos. Near campaign will not be so fancil. With that, I fully agree. This makes Unearthed Arcana a good
independent XP Awards a good system to use, as it results in a real opportunity cost for Creatio item. An expense XP means that you are permanently at the XP, while in the main rules, XP expenses or loss is just a setback. Or you could use missing arcana handicraft points and limit your crafting requiring craft points to be spent on each item. Many
times I find ways to limit the creation of mothers to a non -reasonable one in my campaigns. Or charged data. For a character to survive a night of adventure can be attributed to good data rolls. But an entire campaign? Either the data have been loaded or the bards do not suck as much as people think. They suck enough for me to use them at parties
of less than 3. Probability laws must be on the side side of the bard in that time. Air, they killed Kyuss in a round?! My, I would like to see what data they were using ... I'm dismantling the first adventure for the second time. The first time, I had a party of Train players that crossed. Yes, this is right, without deaths or anything, with only treated players
(with good tatics and characters, and high capacity scores). The second time I have been three to four characters, and there are many deaths. I am a brutal DM. I like SC very much, but I still haven't been going through it not to say about how it progresses more, except it seems to be Fun and I really like to have the whole campaign in a book. Some
things (like some statisticals, and very large .tol .tol to you ekil I yllareneg tub ;suineGPR dna sdraob eht fo dia eht htiw erutnevda eht evorpmi ot hsiw yletinifed dluow uoy dna ,semit ta citamelborp era hcihw
The lich / l ɪ tʃ / is an undead creature found in the Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) fantasy role-playing game.Liches are spellcasters who seek to defy death by magical means.. The term derives from lich, an archaic term for a corpse.Dungeons & Dragons cocreator Gary Gygax has stated that he based the description of a lich included in the game on the
short story "The Sword of the … Rachel, Rachel is a 1968 American technicolor drama film produced and directed by Paul Newman and starring his wife, Joanne Woodward, in the title role and co-starring Estelle Parsons and James Olson.The screenplay, by Stewart Stern based on the 1966 novel A Jest of God by Canadian author Margaret Laurence,
concerns a schoolteacher in small-town Connecticut and …
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